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This document describes how to create a Financial RVU term to track Work RVUs for surgeries
coded in INCISIVE MD.

Many surgeons are selling their practices and becoming hospital employees. For these surgeons,
some of their compensation is based upon a measurement of their productivity. One method for
tracking surgeon productivity is by using Medicare Work RVUs. The Work RVUs are then
multiplied by a dollar rate to compute a compensation amount. Because actual payment for
procedures can be changed by modifiers and reduced for multiple procedures, many hospitals adjust
the Work RVUs in the same way to align payment with productivity. We call these payment
adjusted Work RVUs financial RVUs.
To track Financial RVUs you will need to create a Financial RVU term and have the INCISIVE MD
server compute the Financial RVUs for each surgery covered by the term. You can then review the
Financial RVUs for each surgery by reviewing the surgery’s corresponding Financial RVU
document. Users can also request from INCISIVE Support a summary report of their clinic’s or
surgeon’s Financial RVUs.
Currently, the application can be configured to have one Financial RVU term for the entire practice.
The software cannot be configured to handle different methodologies for each surgeon. If each
surgeon is compensated with a difference dollar rate, the Financial RVU Summary report can be
used to calculate the surgeon’s compensation by multiplying his or her financial RVUs by their
individual compensation dollar rate.

Before you begin installation, you will need to have a basic understanding of the Medicare RVRBS
methodology and Work RVUs. You will also need the following information and rights to create a
Financial RVU term:


Starting and ending surgery dates for RVU tracking



RVU Year to use for Work RVU amounts



MPR percentages to use for modifier 51



Percentages to adjust Work RVU for payment modifiers; such as 50, 62, and 80



Administrative privileges to INCISIVE MD to access the

tab

To create a new a Financial RVU term, users will need to have administrative privileges to access
the
tab within INCISIVE MD. If you do have access to the Practice tab, you will see it as
the last item in the left side navigation bar. If you do not, you will need to contact either your local
INCISIVE MD administrator or INCISIVE Support.
Under the

tab

click

to see the list of created terms.

The next section walks you through setting up a Financial RVU term. You can use the left side
navigation menu to move forward or backwards through the configuration webpages.

Name for the Financial RVU term, selection of starting and ending dates, and other notes
regarding this term

Set the multiple procedure reduction percentages for each line of service.

Set the adjustment percentages for modifiers that affect Financial RVU

Select which version of Work RVU amounts to use and if these amounts should be GPCI
adjusted.

Specify Work RVUs for procedures that have no RVUs assigned by Medicare.

This is the basic information for the Financial RVU term. Each term must have a beginning and
ending to indicate what surgery dates are to be tracked by the term.

Major procedures include both the preoperative workup on the patient, the intraservice of the
operation, and a set of visits in the 90 days following the surgery. Since each major procedure
includes these preoperative and postoperative visits, payers do not want to pay for these visits twice
and so reduce the payments for other primary procedures reported with the surgery. Usually, a
payer will pay one primary procedure in full and the others half of their allowable amounts to
account for these duplicative visits. This payment reduction for these other primary procedures is
called multiple procedure reduction. You can use the
to indicate the percentage
reduction for each line of service.

The Work RVU amounts for procedures can be adjusted if modifiers that affect payment are
present on a line of service. Informational and HCPCS modifiers that have no effect on payment are
ignored for Financial RVU tracking. The modifier adjustments for Financial RVU tracking may be
different than those for a particular payer contract. These percentages apply a standard adjustment
for all surgeries and do not differentiate between different payers. This provides a uniform
methodology for RVU tracking across all payers and providers.

The RVU Year specifies which set of Work RVU values you want to use for your RVU tracking. As
RVU amounts change from year to year, we recommend using the Medicare RVU version option
as the basis for your RVU tracking. Moreover, if you specified more than
one year when setting the starting and ending dates for the Financial RVU term, the
is the best option.
If most payments are GPCI adjusted by your payers, we recommend that you GPCI adjust your
Work RVU to better align your RVU tracking with your payments.
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Medicare does not assign RVU values to all AMA CPT procedure codes. AMA CPT Category I
New Technology and Category III unlisted procedure codes do not have any RVU values assigned
to them. Additionally, there are other Category III procedure codes where Medicare has yet to
provide an RVU value and assigns the task to each Medicare carrier to determine an appropriate
RVU value for the procedure code. These procedure codes are called carrier-priced codes and along
with the new technology and unlisted procedure codes are given a Medicare Status Code of “C”.

Redo Laminectomy add-on procedure codes (AMA CPT 63043 and 63044) are commonly done by
orthopedic spine and neurosurgeons. This code is designated by Medicare as a carrier-priced code
and thus has no Work RVU amount. We suggest setting the Work RVU amounts for these two
procedures codes to be 20% of the primary Redo Laminectomy code (CPT 63042). In 2014, AMA
CPT 63042 had 18.76 Work RVU, so 20% would be 3.75. The instructions below are for assigning
an RVU override value for CPT 63043.

Use
to show only carrier-priced or procedures with an assigned override value. To unfilter the
list, select
from the
drop down.

Use the
button to import or export RVU values and to remove any RVU overrides you have
entered. Exporting the RVU values exports all active Medicare procedure codes, those with values
assigned by Medicare and those with RVU override values.
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